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In Southern Kyushu is an紅白 with仕equentvolcanic action. 
Especiall弘Mt.S紘町司imaexplodes more than I 00 times yearly. 
The land form of Japan has been varied largely due to a great 
number of volcanic actions in the past. Since the large explosion 
of the Mt. S紘urajimain 1914, there has been no violent explosion. 
However, volcanic activity is increasing recently at Mt. 
Shinmoedake, which is one of the Kirishima volcanic zones. The 
pu中oseof this research is to observe the change of the landscape 
at the volcanic activity area using satellite photographs and predict 
the further volcanic action of Mt. Sakurajima and to study the 
extent of the volcanic action in由efuture. 
We are expecting to see the change in landscape by investigating 
the sequential volcanic action h出eKirishirna volcanic zone, too. 
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Fig. I artistic images. 
(Taken from http:/www.eroc.jaxa.jp) 
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Fig.2 Image of PALSAR observation mode 
(Taken http H八.vww.jaros.or.jp
Comparing the cu汀entsatellite image data with that of four 
years before, the landscape has been changed largely and you can 
see出atthe environment has been changed in a large way. 
Fig. 3. PALSAR data (in 2007) 
Fig.4. P，札SARdata (in2010) 
In this research, we analyzed the image data sent合om出e
satellite合om2007 to 2010 using PCs. Further research will be 
necessary on site by gaining more satellite data continuously on a 
long-term basis. 
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